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Abstract 

Electronic mail, most commonly called email or e-mail since around 1993 is a method of exchanging digital messages from an 

author to one or more recipients. Email operates across the Internet or other computer networks. Like any other dynamic 

medium, it is prone to misuse. There is a chance of occurrence of abusive or offensive words in email content. Here a new 

system is developed to analyze the contents of email body and to list out the offensive content. There are three main phases’ 

namely content analysis, classification and objectionable content identification. Initially the contents are analyzed and based on 

this the category of email is identified as social, promotions and general. Then the content is checked to detect the presence of 

abusive words. If any abusive word is present it is identified and its different possible combinations is predicted using genetic 

algorithm. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the virtual world having become part of the social lives of adults and minors alike, new attack vectors emerged to increase 

the severity of human related attacks to a level the community has not experienced before. Electronic mail, most commonly 

called email or e-mail since around 1993 is a method of exchanging digital messages from an author to one or more recipients. 

Email operates across the Internet or other computer networks. Like any other dynamic medium, it is prone to misuse. 

Many of us need to deal with user input, search queries, and situations where the input text can potentially contain profanity or 

undesirable language. Oftentimes this needs to be filtered out. Most commonly, word filters are used to censor language 

considered inappropriate by the operators of the forum or chat room. Expletives are typically partially replaced, completely 

replaced, or replaced by nonsense words. This relieves the users from dealing with offensive contents. 

Usually we see normal spam filtering in email system. A spam filter is a program that is used to detect unsolicited and 

unwanted email and prevent those messages from getting to a user's inbox. Like other types of filtering programs, a spam filter 

looks for certain criteria on which it bases judgments. For example, the simplest and earliest versions (such as the one available 

with Microsoft's Hotmail) can be set to watch for particular words in the subject line of messages and to exclude these from the 

user's inbox. This method is not especially effective, too often omitting perfectly legitimate messages (these are called false 

positives) and letting actual spam through. More sophisticated programs, such as Bayesian filters or other heuristic filters, 

attempt to identify spam through suspicious word patterns or word frequency. 

But this existing approach does not consider removing offensive content from all categories of email. They simply remove the 

spams. Here a method is introduced to implement a profanity filter within the email system. A word filter (sometimes referred to 

as just "filter" or "censor") is a script typically used on Internet forums or chat that automatically scans users' posts or comments 

as they are submitted and automatically changes or censors particular words or phrases. The main functions of a profanity filter 

include removal of vulgar language, cliché control, vandalism control etc. Here the profanity filter is implemented by using a 

collaborative filtering approach. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Different techniques are used in the classification of email contents.  

 Email Classification Based on Structure and Content  

In this paper they have proposed a novel approach that uses structure as well as the content of emails in a folder for email 

classification. Their approach is based on the premise that representative - common and recurring -structures/patterns can be 

extracted from a pre-classified email folder and the same can be used effectively for classifying incoming emails. A number of 
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factors that influence representative structure extraction and the classification are analyzed conceptually and validated 

experimentally. In their approach, the notion of inexact graph match is leveraged for deriving structures that provide coverage for 

characterizing folder contents. 

 Email Classification Using Concept Vector Space Model 

The model is constructed based on the frequency of every independent word appearing in Email content. Frequency based VSM 

does not take the context environment of the word into account, thus the feature vectors cannot accurately represent Email 

content, which will result in the inaccurate of classification. This paper presents a new approach to Email classification based on 

the concept vector space model using WordNet. In this approach, based on WordNet they extract the high-level information on 

categories during training process by replacing terms in the feature vector with synonymy sets and considering the hypernymy-

hyponymy relation between synonymy sets.  

 Email Classification with Backpropagation Technique 

This paper proposes a new email classification model using a teaching process of multi-layer neural network to implement back 

propagation algorithm. Their contributions are: the use of empirical analysis to select an optimum, novel collection of features of 

a user's email message content that enables the rapid detection of most important words, phrases in emails and a demonstration 

of the effectiveness of two equal sets of emails (training and testing data). 

 Email Classification using Semantic Feature Space 

This paper proposes a new email classification model using a linear neural network trained by perceptron learning algorithm 

(PLA) and a nonlinear neural network trained by back propagation neural network (BPNN). A semantic feature space (SFS) 

method has been introduced in this classification model. The bag of word based email classification system has the problems of 

large number of features and ambiguity in the meaning of the terms, it will cause sparse and noisy feature space. We use the 

semantic feature space to address these problems, it converses the original sparse and noisy feature space to semantic-richer 

feature space, it also helps to accelerate the training speed. Experimental results show that the use of semantic feature space can 

greatly reduce the feature dimensionality and improve the classification performance. 

 Email Classification Data Reduction Method 

Classifying user emails correctly from penetration of spam is an important research issue for anti-spam researchers. This paper 

has presented an effective and efficient email classification technique based on data filtering method. In their testing they have 

introduced an innovative filtering technique using instance selection method (ISM) to reduce the pointless data instances from 

training model and then classify the test data. The objective of ISM is to identify which instances (examples, patterns) in email 

corpora should be selected as representatives of the entire dataset, without significant loss of information. They have used 

WEKA interface in our integrated classification model and tested diverse classification algorithms. Their empirical studies show 

significant performance in terms of classification accuracy with reduction of false positive instances. 

 Email Classification based on Rough Set Theory 

This paper presents a rough set based model to classify emails into three categories - spam, no-spam and suspicious, rather than 

two classes (spam and non-spam) in most currently used approaches. By comparing with popular classification methods like 

Naive Bayes classification, the error ratio that a non-spam is discriminated to spam can be reduced using this proposed model. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed approach initially reads the message body and header. Based on the content read it identifies the possible 

categories that the mail belongs to. Then the categories identified will be listed out. Then it checks for the presence of abusive 

words. If abusive word identified then the mail is listed to have an abusive word. Once abusive word is identified then it is given 

to the genetic algorithm as input so as to generate its future possible combinations. For this the concept of collaborative filtering 

is used. After this training is performed using neural network. Here the entire mail content is considered as the training set. From 

this the weightage of each word is calculated and the most appropriate word at that particular instant is found out. 

 Content Analysis: 

The first step is content analysis where the contents of email body is read and identified. This phase finds out the possible 

categories that email can belong to based on the content 

 Social Mails: 

If social words like Facebook, twitter, Gmail etc are identified then the mail is included in social category. 
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 Promotional Mails: 

If the mail contains promotional words like amazon, flipkart, jabong etc then it is included in promotional mail. 

 General Mails: 

If the mail contains general matters other than social and promotional matter then the mail is classified as general. 

 Detection of Abusive Words: 

Once the mail category is identified then it is checked to see whether it contains any abusive word. This is done by using a 

collaborative filtering approach. The original mail content is matched with the set of listed abusive words and if any match is 

found then the mail is listed to have abusive content.  

 Collaborative Filtering: 

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a technique used by some recommender systems. Collaborative filtering has two senses, a narrow 

one and a more general one. In general, collaborative filtering is the process of filtering for information or patterns using 

techniques involving collaboration among multiple agents, viewpoints, data sources, etc .Applications of collaborative filtering 

typically involve very large data sets. Collaborative filtering methods have been applied to many different kinds of data 

including: sensing and monitoring data, such as in mineral exploration, environmental sensing over large areas or multiple 

sensors; financial data, such as financial service institutions that integrate many financial sources; or in electronic commerce and 

web applications where the focus is on user data, etc. Here this idea is used to identify the abusive or offensive content. 

 Genetic Algorithm: 

Genetic algorithm (GA is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural selection. This heuristic (also sometimes called 

a metaheuristic) is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithms belong to 

the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EA), which generate solutions to optimization problems using techniques inspired by 

natural evolution, suchas inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. These techniques are termed as genetic operators. Here 

genetic algorithm is used to predict the possible future combinations of the detected abusive word. This is done based on 

assumption that the words generated using a detected abusive word can turn abusive in future. 

IV. TRAINING USING NEURAL NETWORK 

In machine learning and cognitive science, artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a family of models inspired by biological 

neural networks (the central nervous systems of animals, in particular the brain) which are used to estimate 

or approximate functions that can depend on a large number of inputs and are generally unknown. Artificial neural networks are 

generally presented as systems of interconnected "neurons" which exchange messages between each other. 

Here the entire mail content is considered as the training set. From this the weightage of each word is calculated and the most 

appropriate word at that particular instant is found out. This word thus becomes the most significant word and turns out that there 

is no chance for it to be abusive. So this can be added to a good list of words. When genetic algorithm generates different 

combinations of abusive words it can be cross checked with this list. Due to the randomness of genetic algorithm it may predict 

any combination of a detected word as abusive. If the predicted list matches with any word in the generated good list then it can 

easily be eliminated from the abusive list as it was once the most appropriate word in some context. This further adds the overall 

efficiency of entire system. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The available email systems usually do the process of spam filtering. A spam filter is a program that is used to detect unsolicited 

and unwanted email and prevent those messages from getting to a user's inbox. Like other types of filtering programs, a spam 

filter looks for certain criteria on which it bases judgments. For example, the simplest and earliest versions (such as the one 

available with Microsoft's Hotmail) can be set to watch for particular words in the subject line of messages and to exclude these 

from the user's inbox. This method is not especially effective, too often omitting perfectly legitimate messages (these are 

called false positives) and letting actual spam through. But this does not guarantee the removal of offensive or abusive content. 

The proposed system classifies the email based on the content and identifies the presence of offensive or abusive content. Further 

it predicts the possible future abusive content that can be generated from the identified abusive content. This system thus makes 

the email system much more effective than already available systems.   
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